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Iterative estimation of total �-electron energy
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Abstract: In this work, the lower and upper bounds for total �-electron energy (E)
was studied. A method is presented, by means of which, starting with a lower bound
EL and an upper bound EU for E, a sequence of auxiliary quantities E0, E1, E2, … is
computed, such that E0 = EL, E0 < E1 < E2 < …, and E

�
= EU. Therefore, an integer k

exists, such that Ek � E < Ek+1. If the estimates EL and EU are of the McClelland
type, then k is called the McClelland number. For almost all benzenoid hydrocar-
bons, k = 3.

Keywords: total �-electron energy, bound for total �-electron energy, McClelland

number.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper the total �-electron energy (E = E(G)) of conjugated hydrocar-

bons, as computed within the framework of the Hückel molecular-orbital approxi-

mation, where G stands for the underlying molecular graph is considered. Details

of the theory of this important quantum-theory-based �-electron characteristic of

conjugated molecules were outlined in a recent review,1 as well as in several earlier

publications.2–4 The estimation of E (that is, the construction of lower and upper

bounds for E) is one of the most extensively elaborated topic in this theory; in the

review1 an exhaustive bibliography on this matter can be found.

The first estimates for E(G) were reported by McClelland.5 Of these, the upper

bound

EMC = 2nm (1)

played a significant role in the subsequent development of the theory of E; for de-

tails and further references see the review.1 In formula (1) n and m stand, respec-

tively, for the number of vertices and edges of the molecular graph G, i.e., for the
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number of carbon atoms and carbon–carbon bonds of the respective conjugated

molecules.3

The importance of (1) is based on the fact that the total �-electron energy of

conjugated hydrocarbons can be reasonably well approximated by means of the

simple formula5

E � a EMC (2)

with a � 0.9. The quality of the approximation (2) was confirmed by several exten-

sive comparative numerical studies.4,6,7

Eventually several lower bounds for E were discovered,8–13 all having the

form gEMC, where g is some constant. These are referred to as lower bounds of

McClelland type. The simplest among them is8 1/2 EMC, which will be employed

in the present work.

IMPROVING ESTIMATES FOR E

Suppose that a lower bound EL and an upper bound EU for the total �-electron

energy E are known. In other words, assume that for all members G of a considered

class of molecular graphs the inequalities

EL < E(G) < EU (3)

are satisfied.

Construct a sequence E0, E1, E2, … in the following manner. Let E0 = EL and

let for i = 1, 2, …, the quantity Ei be recursively defined as

Ei = E Ei U�1

It is easy to show that

E0 < E1 < E2< …

and that

lim
i��

Ei = EU

Then, in view of (3), for a certain k it must be

Ek � E(G) < Ek+1 (4)

where k depends on the choice of EL, EU, as well as on the actual molecular graph

G. Evidently, the estimates (4) are better than (3), and their quality increases with

increasing value of k. Furthermore,

E(G) � E Ek k �1

should be a reasonably good approximation for the total �-electron energy, espe-

cially if k is large enough.
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If both EL and EU are of the McClelland type, say EL = gLEMC and EU = gU

EMC, then each member of the series E0, E1, E2, … will be of the McClelland type.

In particular,

E1 = (gL)1/2 (gU)1/2 EMC

E2 = (gL)1/4 (gU)3/4 EMC

E3 = (gL)1/8 (gU)7/8 EMC

… …

Ei = (gL)1/2i
(gU)1–1/2i

EMC

… …

In what follows, the case when8 gL = 1/2 and when5 gU = 1 is examined. Then

for i = 0, 1, 2, … ,

Ei = 2–1/2i
EMC

If for a conjugated system whose molecular graph is G, in accordance with Eq. (4),

2–1/2k
EMC � E(G) < 2–1/2k+1

EMC (5)

then we say that k is the McClelland number of that conjugated system. Then

E(G) � 8–1/2k+2
EMC. (6)

Numerical values of the multipliers 2–1/2k
and 8–1/2k+2

for the first few values

of k are given in Table I. The maximal possible relative error of the approximate

McClelland-type formula (6) is also indicated in Table I.

TABLE I. The multipliers occurring in the lower bound (5) and in the approximate formula (6), per-

taining to the McClelland number k. Note that the multiplier occurring in the upper bound (5) is

equal to the lower-bound-multiplier for k + 1. When employing the approximate formula (6), the

maximal relative error (in %) cannot exceed the value of MRE

k 2–1/2k
8–1/2k+2

MRE

1 0.7071 0.7711 9.05 %

2 0.8409 0.8781 4.43 %

3 0.9170 0.9371 2.19 %

4 0.9576 0.9680 1.09 %

5 0.9786 0.9839 0.54 %

6 0.9892 0.9919 0.27 %

7 0.9946 0.9956 0.14 %
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NUMERICAL WORK AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the general case, the McClelland number k depends on the structure of the par-

ticular conjugated molecule to which it corresponds. In view of this, for the practical

applicability of Eqs. (5) and (6), it is essential that all (or, at least, the majority) of the

conjugated molecules have equal McClelland numbers. In order to test this require-

ment the k-values for benzenoid hydrocarbons from the book14 were computed. (Re-

call that this set became the standard for testing bounds and approximate formulas in

the theory of benzenoid hydrocarbons; for details see the papers.4,6,7).

Of the 105 benzenoid hydrocarbons examined, only naphthalene, phenan-

threne and triphenylene had k = 4, whereas for all others it was found that the

McClelland number was equal to 3. We are inclined to expect that the three men-

tioned benzenoid systems are the only exceptions of the general rule, namely that

the McClelland number of all (Kekuléan) benzenoid hydrocarbons is equal to 3.

The above claim is corroborated by the fact that for k = 3 the multiplier in Eq.

(6) is remarkably close to the value of the parameter a in Eq. (2), determined by

least-squares fitting.1,4–7 In the future, it is intended to test the above stated (k =

3)-rule on a significantly larger class of conjugated molecules, aiming at its exten-

sion to non-benzenoid, in particular non-alternant, polycyclic �-electron systems.
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U radu se razmatraju dowe i gorwe granice za ukupnu �–elektronsku energiju (E).

Izlo`ena je metoda pomo}u koje se, polaze}i od jedne dowe granice EL i jedne gorwe

granice EU za E, odre|uje niz E0, E1, E2, …, takav da je E0 = EL, E0 < E1 < E2 < …, i E
�

= EU.

Zbog toga, postoji ceo broj k, takav da je Ek � E < Ek+1. Ako su granice EL i EU

Meklelandovog tipa, onda k nazivamo Meklelandov broj. Za skoro sve benzenoidne

ugqovodonike, k = 3.

(Primqeno 8. decembra 2004)
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